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Enhanced Differentiation of Human Embryonic Stem
Cells Toward Definitive Endoderm on Ultrahigh Aspect
Ratio Nanopillars
Camilla Holzmann Rasmussen, Paul M. Reynolds, Dorthe Roenn Petersen,
Mattias Hansson, Robert M. McMeeking, Martin Dufva, and Nikolaj Gadegaard*
to treat degenerative diseases, including
diabetes mellitus. The directed differentiation of hES cells into mature insulin producing cells follows a stepwise protocol,
mimicking the in vivo embryonic development. The first differentiation step for
many of the desired mature cell phenotypes, including beta cells, is the generation of definitive endoderm cells (DE).[1,2]
Today, several DE cell differentiation protocols, using soluble growth factors and
small molecules, are targeting selected
signaling pathways, including Wnt, TGFβ,
and AKT/PI3.[3–6] The next differentiation
step toward beta cells is the generation of
pancreatic endoderm (PE), where the current differentiation protocols also rely on
soluble factors, including bFGF and retinoic acid.[7–10] Thus, the majority of differentiation protocols of hES cells utilizing
only soluble factors, whereas the physical
environment is generally not taken into
consideration. However, accumulating
evidence suggests that mechanical properties of the microenvironment play a
critical role in stem cell differentiation
and during the in vivo development of an embryo.[11–16] Most
of these studies have been performed on mesenchymal stem
cells[11,17–21] whereas the field of directed differentiation of hES
cells have been largely unattended. So far, lineage differentiation induced by topography has been demonstrated using

Differentiation of human embryonic stem cells is widely studied as a potential
unlimited source for cell replacement therapy to treat degenerative diseases
such as diabetes. The directed differentiation of human embryonic stem cells
relies mainly on soluble factors. Although, some studies have highlighted that
the properties of the physical environment, such as substrate stiffness, affect
cellular behavior. Here, mass-produced, injection molded polycarbonate
nanopillars are presented, where the surface mechanical properties,
i.e., stiffness, can be controlled by the geometric design of the ultrahigh
aspect ratio nanopillars (stiffness can be reduced by 25.000ⴛ). It is found that
tall nanopillars, yielding softer surfaces, significantly enhance the induction
of definitive endoderm cells from pluripotent human embryonic stem cells,
resulting in more consistent differentiation of a pure population compared
to planar control. By contrast, further differentiation toward the pancreatic
endoderm is less successful on “soft” pillars when compared to “stiff ” pillars
or control, indicating differential cues during the different stages of differentiation. To accompany the mechanical properties of the nanopillars, the concept of surface shear modulus is introduced to describe the characteristics of
engineered elastic surfaces through micro or nanopatterning. This provides a
framework whereby comparisons can be drawn between such materials and
bulk elastomeric materials.

1. Introduction
Human embryonic stem (hES) cells have the potential to
generate all cell types in the body, and it is suggested that they
could provide an unlimited source for cell replacement therapy
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micro and nanotopographies for neurons[22] and mesenchymal
stem cells.[23] Taking the mechanical properties of the niche or
biomaterials into account may help obtaining efficient, fully
defined and xeno-free differentiation protocols to obtain mature
functional cells of the endoderm lineage.
The mechanical properties of a surface can be readily modulated using hydrogels, which was originally reported by Pelham
and Wang.[24] They demonstrated the importance of surface
rigidity to control epithelial cell migration and spreading. Furthermore, Engler et al. demonstrated how surface stiffness
could be linked to the path of differentiation of mesenchymal
stem cells.[11] Trappmann et al. showed that substrates having
similar mechanical properties but which varied in porosity
showed differences in the ability to direct the differentiation
of epidermal stem cells.[25] Thus, despite the ease of regulating
the mechanical properties of gels, the mechanical changes
can be associated to other physical differences. In an alternative approach, Chen and co-workers used rubber-like material polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micropillars to regulate the
effective mechanical properties of substrates.[26,27] By adjusting
the height and diameter of the pillars, it is possible to vary the
apparent elasticity in shear sensed by the cells according to the
following equation[28]
k=

3
D4
πE 3
64
L

(1)

where k is the corresponding spring constant, D denotes the
diameter, L is the length, and E is the Young’s modulus of the
material. In PDMS, assuming a modulus of 2.5 MPa,[26] a pillar
with a diameter of 2 µm gives spring constant from 6454 nN µm−1
(stiffer surface) to 3 nN µm−1 (softer surface) by changing
the height from 0.97 to 12.9 µm, respectively. Fu et al. demonstrated that a large spring constant (effectively stiffer material) led to osteogenic differentiation whereas the low spring
constant (softer material) led to adipogenic differentiation of
human mesenchymal stem cells,[26] which was in line with the
results demonstrated by Engler et al.[11] Yet, to make an appropriate comparison between the two different model systems,
it is necessary to find a common descriptor. Work carried out
using, e.g., acrylamide gels or PDMS is typically characterized
by the mechanical properties of the substrate using the Young’s

Modulus, E. Whereas the PDMS micropillar system[26,29] is
characterized by the spring constant, k, of the microfabricated
pillars. Thus we propose the following approach. We consider
the force applied by the cells to be in-plane of the substrate and
thus are better characterized by the effective shear modulus, G,
of the substrate. For a bulk system the shear modulus is given by
G=

E
2(1 + ν )

(2)

where ν is the Poisson ratio of the material. On the other hand,
a material with an array of micro- or nanopillars has an effective shear modulus which can be described by
2

G=

3 ⎛ D⎞
⎜ ⎟ fE
16 ⎝ L ⎠

(3)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the bulk material from
which the pillars are made and f is the surface coverage of the
pillars. A full derivation of these equations is available in the
Supporting Information. Equipped with these relationships it
is now possible to make a more direct comparison between the
two different model systems which is listed in Table 1.
While PDMS used in research is better defined than many
hydrogels and is in general biocompatible and can be replaced
with FDA (Food and Drug Administration) approved silicones,
PDMS or corresponding silicone devices are not amenable for
large volume production. By contrast, traditional engineering
hard plastics such as polycarbonate (PC), polymethylmethacrylate, and polystyrene are suitable for high volume replication by, for example, injection molding. The challenge, however,
is that the Young’s modulus of PC is 2–3 GPa as compared to
2–4 MPa for PDMS. In previous work, we have demonstrated
how it is possible to manufacture ultrahigh aspect ratio nanopillars in PC by injection molding. Here we fabricated arrays of
100 and 150 nm diameter PC pillars with heights between 500
and 2000 nm.[30] The corresponding spring constant for such
nanopillars range from 5 to 1400 nN µm−1 – similar to that of
the PDMS work by Fu et al.[26] Moreover the softest pillars have
an effective shear modulus similar to that of a commonly used
acrylamide hydrogel. In the present work we demonstrate that
these polycarbonate injection molded nanopillar surfaces can

Table 1. Summary of nanopillar dimensions and calculated mechanical characteristics.
Diameter
[nm]

Height
[nm]

Calculated spring constant
[nN µm−1]

Effective shear modulus
[kPa]

100 nm tall (soft)

100

2000

5

34.6

150 nm tall (intermediate)

150

1700

45

242

150 nm short (stiff)

150

500

1400

2800

Control (flat) (E = 2.35 GPa)

–

–

–

≈860 000

Bulk PDMS (E = 2.5 MPa)

–

–

–

1333

[26]

Fu et al.

2000

12 900

3

2.6

Fu et al.[26]

2000

6100

26

11.4

Fu et al.[26]

2000

970

6454

452

–

–

–

13.7

Sample

Engler et

816

al.[11]

Acrylamide (E = 40 kPa)
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be used to improve differentiation from embryonic stem cells
to DE or PE cells. The reported data indicate that this could be a
commercially viable way to improve differentiation yield.

2. Results
2.1. Fabrication and Mechanical Measurements
of Nanopillar Substrate
Arrays of polymeric nanopillars were fabricated on a
25 mm × 25 mm sample by injection molding as previously
described.[30] The dimensions of the nanopillars and their equivalent mechanical properties are provided in Table 1 together
with commonly used model systems from the literature.
The dimensions were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (diameter) and atomic force microscopy (height). The corresponding spring constant, of the
nanopillars, given in Table 1, was calculated using Equation (1)
and the Young’s modulus of the PC (2.35 GPa provided at
www.bayer.com). Oblique view SEM images of the different
nanopillars can be seen in Figure 1. Given that the bulk shear
modulus of polycarbonate is 650 times higher than that of
PDMS, yet it is possible to reduce its effective value by up to
25 000 times through the fabrication of nanopillars.

2.2. DE Differentiation on Nanopillars

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrograph images of injection molded high
aspect ratio nanopillars. A) Soft pillars – 100 nm diameter, 2 µm tall.
B) Intermediate pillars – 150 nm diameter, 1.7 µm tall, and C) stiff pillars
– 150 nm diameter, 0.5 µm tall. Scale bar: 1 µm, tilt: 25°.

clusters on the tall nanopillars (Figure 3). This indicated that
the soft and intermediate nanopillars arrays did not favor hES
(Oct3/positive) cell attachment or proliferation. Subsequently,
the DE differentiation was initiated by priming the cells with
Wnt3a. One day after Wnt3a priming (day 5) the first Sox17
positive cells started to appear at the border of the confluent cell
layer on the soft nanopillars. Such early Sox17 induction was
not observed in the flat control sample (Figure 3 and Figure S2,
Supporting Information). The DE differentiation protocol was
continued with the addition of Activin A for three days. After
just one day with Activin A treatment (day 6), the previously
empty space on the soft nanopillars was occupied by Sox17 positive cells (Figure 3).
To quantify cell numbers on each pillar array, we used the
CellProfiler[33] software suite to measure the expression of both
markers in each cell. Over 90% of the cells were Oct3/4 positive
at day 1 (data not shown), but after 8 d of expansion and differentiation, cells on the softest pillars exhibited a far greater level
of Sox17 positive cells as compared to both the control surface
(≈50%) and the other nanopillar surfaces (<75%) (Figure S4, Supporting Information). This combined with images acquired at the
interface between the flat region and the nanopillars (Figure S2,
Supporting Information), makes it clear that the nanopillar arrays
have a significantly larger proportion of Sox17 positive cells.
The quantification also showed that the number of cells from
the initiation of the differentiation (day 4) declined throughout
the differentiation on the flat control surface, whereas the cell
number was steady on the intermediate and stiff nanopillars
(Figure 4f). In contrast, the number of cells increased after the
first day of Activin A treatment (day 5) throughout the rest of
differentiation on the soft nanopillars (Figure 4f), which corresponds to what was observed from the microscope images
(Figure 3). The ratio of Sox17 positive cells steadily increased

In order to see possible effects of nanopillars on DE differentiation, the following DE differentiation protocol was employed.
Samples coated with fibronectin were seeded with pluripotent
stem cells (Oct3/4 expressing cell,[31] expanded for 4 d, and
subsequently sequentially exposed to Wnt3a and Activin A[3]
to differentiate them toward DE[32] (Figure 2). The level of differentiation was followed by immunofluorescent staining for
Oct3/4 (hES cell marker) and Sox17 (DE marker) respectively.
The total number of cell nuclei was determined by staining
the cells with a DNA-binding fluorescent dye (DAPI). Image
analysis was carried out to determine the ratio of Oct3/4 and
Sox17 positive cells.
At the point of seeding, all cells were Oct3/4 positive and
were uniformly seeded across the entire sample. However,
it was clear from samples fixed one day after seeding (day 1)
that the areas with nanopillars exhibited a reduced adhesion
of the cells, especially the soft and intermediate nanopillars
(Figure 3). Higher magnification images are available in
Figure S1 (Supporting Information). Moreover, cells attached to these had a distinctly
different morphology from cells on the control surface (this is the flat area surrounding
the nanopillared regions). They exhibited
an elongated and aligned morphology with
respect to the symmetry of the nanopillar
pattern (Figure 3). After 4 d in culture, the
hES cells had proliferated extensively, and the
cell layer was confluent on the control surFigure 2. Schematic overview of the DE differentiation protocol used in this study. hESs cells
face. However, on the soft and intermediate were seeded and cultured for 4 d to allow expansion. The DE differentiation was initiated by
nanopillars, cells only attached at the edge of priming the cells with Wnt3a which direct the cells toward mesendoderm. Subsequently 3 d
the nanopillar area and in a few small tight exposure to Activin A directs the cells toward DE.
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Figure 3. Top row: Phase contrast images of hES cells attached to nanopillar arrays after 1 d culture. On the control surface and stiff nanopillars, cells
form a confluent monolayer. In contrast, fewer cells appear to adhere to the soft nanopillars, exhibiting a rounded morphology. Fluorescence microscope images (10×) of cells differentiating to DE at different time points on the nanopillars and the flat control surface. The cells were stained for Sox17
(green) and Oct3/4 (red). At day 5, after Wnt3a priming, Sox17 positive cells started to appear on the soft nanopillars (magnified insert at day 5). The
difference in the DE induction between the flat control surface and soft nanopillars was obvious at the border at day 8. The images are acquired at
the center of the nanopillared regions using a 4× objective, thus the interface between flat and structured regions is not visible. Scale bar = 200 µm.

throughout the differentiation on all substrates (Figure 4a–d).
Already on day 6 nearly 50% of the cells are positive for Sox17
on the soft nanopillars as compared to 0% for the flat control
(Figure 4). After 8 d, the conversion is nearly 100% on the
softest substrate whereas we only observe ≈50% conversion on
the control substrate. From the data, it is clear that the induction of Sox17 positive cells is more efficient on the nanopillar
substrates as compared to the flat substrate.
2.3. Selectivity of a Heterogeneous Cell Population
In order to test if DE cells selectively attach to the nanopillars,
a 1:1 mixture of ES cells and predifferentiated DE cells were
seeded on the pillar arrays, and fixed the following day. There
appeared to be no significant difference in the number of cells
attached on nanopillars and the control surface. However, the
ratio between DE and hES cells was higher on the softest nanopillars as compared to the control (Figure 5). It appeared that

818
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both Oc3/4 and Sox17 positive cells show tendencies to cluster
to the respective cell type on the pillars but not on the flat surface (Figure 4). This indicates that the DE cells favor the pillars
through either an initial attachment preference for DE cells or a
subsequent migration during the 24 h incubation.
2.4. Pancreatic Endoderm Differentiation
The next differentiation step to PE was also investigated on the
nanopillars. To allow an equal starting point for all surfaces, DE
cells were produced using a highly effective differentiation protocol[9] in a cell culture flask and subsequently seeded on the
nanopillar substrates. DE cells were differentiated to PE, using
a 2 week differentiation protocol with bFGF.[9]
Subsequently the differentiated samples were fixed and
stained for the PE markers Pdx1 and Nkx6.1.[34] Pdx1 and
Nkx6.1 positive cells appeared in tight clusters with multiple cell
layers (Figure 6). These clusters were significantly smaller on
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Figure 4. Differentiation of hES cells to DE cells on nanopillar arrays. a–d) Low-high bar graphs of Sox 17 positive cell ratio on nanopillars arrays.
Boxes show the minimum, mean, and maximum value across n = 3. Representative images of each time point are inset below each graph. The softest
nanopillars show a more consistent differentiation to a near-homogeneous population of Sox 17 cells. The white arrow in (d) indicates emergence of
Sox 17 positive cells at day 4 on the soft pillar array – earlier than on the other nanopillars geometries. e) Comparison of the ratio of differentiated cells
after 8 d culture. The softest nanopillars yield a cell population which is almost entirely differentiated (>97%) compared to the control surface. Results
are mean ± SD, n = 3, *p < 0.05 by t-test, ***p < 0.001 from control by ANOVA. f) Cell density on each nanopillars array and control surface after 8 d.

the nanopillars compared to the flat control (Figure 6). In contrast to DE differentiation, there appeared to be no correlation
between the pillar elasticity and the PE induction (Figure 6).
The percentage of Pdx1 positive cells was generally lower on the
nanopillars compared to the flat control surface (Figure 6). This
indicated that the PE differentiation required stiffer substrates
such as the flat control surface.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2016, 26, 815–823

3. Discussion
Several studies have demonstrated that cellular behavior,
including cell differentiation, is affected by the mechanical
properties of the environment.[11,17–23] However, these studies
were performed with mesenchymal and adult stem cells. Here
we have demonstrated that nanopillars greatly influence the
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DE cells is ≈1:20 after the differentiation
on soft pillars and only 1:1.29 using predifferentiated cells (Figure 5). Taken together,
a reasonable line of events (Figure 7)
is that hES cells preferentially grow on flat
surfaces (Figures 3 and 4) leaving soft pillar
surfaces almost empty. DE cells preferentially grow on softer nanopillars, and a potential mechanism to move into the area is by
migration through durotaxis. The latter suggestion is strengthened by the observation
that only the really high soft pillars had DE
cell accumulation while the shorter harder
pillars had an intermediate effect on DE cell
accumulation. This suggests that the soft
high pillars work as enrichment sites for DE
cells. In contrast to the DE cells, PE cells preferred the harder surface indicating a selective advantage of DE cells on the soft pillars.
The observation that the differentiation
was initiated very early on the soft nanopillars (Figure 3) indicates that the pillars
may also directly and actively improve the
outcome of Sox17 positive cells. Sox17 posiFigure 5. Comparison of the ratio of Sox17 positive cells attached compared to the control, tive cells appeared already after the Wnt3a
1 d after seeding heterogeneous cell populations (50:50 of Oct3/4:Sox17 positive cells). priming (day 5) on the soft nanopillars and
Red = Oct3/4 and green = Sox17. Fluorescent images have been color inverted for clarity. Values such early induction was not seen on the
plotted as mean ± SD, ***p < 0.001 by ANOVA versus control, n = 3, Scale bar = 50 µm.
flat control surface (Figure 3). Targeting the
Wnt signaling using Wnt3a has previously
been reported to increase the efficiency of mesendoderm
differentiation of human embryonic stem cells to DE. To our
specification, the transient stage prior the DE stage.[3,7,37]
knowledge it has not previously been reported that mechanical properties of the surface influence the differentiation of
However, Sox17 is not expressed in mesendoderm but first
hES cells toward specific lineages. The soft nanopillars had
later in the DE stage proper.[3,37] This indicated that the soft
significantly higher percentage of Sox17 positive cells (94%)
nanopillars together with the Wnt3a provided sufficient
compared to the flat control surface (48%) after differentiation
signals to differentiate the hES cells all the way to the DE
(Figure 3). Our studies suggest that the increased percentage of
stage and to not stop at the transient mesendoderm stage.
Sox17 positive cells is due to a combination of factors including
One possible mechanism could involve the TGF-β pathway.
surface dependent selective attachment, early and fast inducThe intracellular proteins YAP (Yes-associated protein) and
tion of Sox17 positive cells on the soft nanopillars.
TAZ (transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif) are
On day 5, hES cells were located at the edge of the nanopillar
involved in mechanotransduction[38] and these proteins are
area whereas the middle of the nanopillar area was almost
situated at the center of the TGF-β signaling pathway.[39] The
empty with only a few clusters of hES cells (Figure 3). The preTGF-β signaling pathway activated though Nodal/Activin A
viously empty space was occupied by Sox17 positive cells after
during the DE formation.[40] Thus, the soft nanopillars may
only one day of Activin A treatment (day 6 from differentiation
provide mechanical signals to activate the TGF-β signaling
start). Such a fast repopulation of the nanopillar areas sugpathway.
gests that Sox17 cells migrated toward the nanopillars while
The migration capabilities of DE cells are consistent with the
the hES cells (Oct3/4 positive cells) were mainly restricted to
literature describing the development of an embryo and in vitro
the rigid control surface. Furthermore, the total cell number
DE differentiation. In the early development of an embryo the
on soft nanopillars increased with time while the total number
DE is generated by epiblast cells undergoing EMT (epithelial
of cells decreased on the surrounding flat surface (Figure 4),
to mesenchymal transition). The cells delaminate from the epiwhich indicates a directed movement of cells from the flat
blast epithelial layer, break through the embryonic basement
surface toward the pillar region or cell proliferation. DE cells
membrane and migrate through the primitive streak, where
may have a slightly higher affinity to the pillar substrates comthey will go through a mesendoderm transition state and subsepared to hES cells (Figure 5). Selective cell attachment using
quently become DE cells.[2,41] EMT has also been reported in the
nanotopography has previous been reported between different
in vitro differentiation of hES cells to DE.[37] Our observations
[
35,36
]
cell types,
suggest a directed migration of DE cells, which is also observed
but to our knowledge it has not been observed
in vivo during gastrulation. In vivo the migration through the
between hES cells and hES cell derived DE cells. The selective
primitive streak is guided by cues from the extracellular matrix
affinity alone however cannot explain the high fraction of Sox17
and soluble factors.[42]
on the soft nanopillars (Figure 3) because the ratio of hES to
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Figure 6. Comparison of Pdx1 positive cell number on nanopillar surfaces versus flat control after induced differentiation. a) Fewer Pdx1 positive cells emerge from DE differentiated
cell colonies on all pillar arrays independent of stiffness as compared to the control surface.
Engineering the perceived stiffness of the substrate using nanopillar arrays yields fewer differentiated cells. Values plotted as mean ± SD, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 by ANOVA versus
control, n = 3. b–f) representative 4× and 10× fluorescence microscope images of cells differentiating from DE toward PE on the nanopillar surface and the flat control surface. DNA = blue,
Pdx1 = green, and Nkx6.1 = red. Clusters of differentiating cells were found to be smaller on all
three nanopillar surfaces when compared to flat controls. Lower panel shows representative
10× images of PE differentiation on soft nanopillars. Scale bars = 200 µm.

Our results demonstrate that nanopillars
with shear modulus constant can be used
as model substrates with different stiffness.
Previous studies using hydrogels with different stiffness have demonstrated that cellular behavior including stem cell differentiation is influenced by the mechanical properties of the cell culture substrate.[11] However, other papers have suggested that the
mechanical properties of the gel are not the
only factors regulating fate.[25] Using a similar approach as Chen and co-workers with
pillars to regulate the effective mechanical
properties of substrates,[26,27] we were able
to regulate the apparent stiffness of the PC
substrate. We manufactured the PC nanopillars sample with injection molding, which
is a highly reproducible and high content
production method. Furthermore, the nanopillar arrays provide a fully defined synthetic
surface for differentiation, which can be used
for GMP (good manufacturing practices)
compliant production of cells. Our findings
suggest that DE differentiation can be significantly increased using soft nanopillars.
Thus, taking the mechanical properties of
the surface into account can improve the differentiation of hES cells. These findings can
potentially also be used to develop a surface
which can either purify DE cells or improve
DE differentiation. One suggestion is to have
areas of blank surfaces, which allow hES cells
to attach and proliferate, and surrounding
surfaces with nanopillars, where the DE cells
migrate into.

4. Conclusion

Using mass produced, nanoengineered substrates we have been able to affect the differentiation of hES cells to DE and PE. More
importantly we have observed that by providing a softer substrate interface, DE differentiation rate and efficiency were significantly higher than on the flat control surface. However, the
underlying mechanism for the surface stiffness effect on the in

In contrast to the DE differentiation the PE differentiation
was repressed by the nanopillars (Figure 6). This indicated
that the DE and PE differentiation had different mechanical
requirements of the environment. In published stem cell differentiation protocols, soluble molecules are
added in different concentrations at different
time points to mimic the stepwise embryonic
development.[43] Likewise, the physical microenvironment changes during embryonic
development,[44] and hereby the different differentiation steps may require different physical environments. Further the expression Figure 7. Proposed mechanism for mechanotransduction driven differentiation on nanopilof the mechanical cell receptors integrins lared surfaces. The nanopillars provide a significant reduction of the effective shear modulus
changes during stem cell differentiation.[45] in comparison to the control substrate, which have a rigid character. Undifferentiated hES cells
(Oct3/4 positive cells) favor the rigid surface and a limited number of cells will attach and proTogether with our results this suggests that
liferate on the elastic nanopillars. In contrast, when differentiating these hES cells to DE, Sox17
the mechanical requirement for the envi- positive cells (DE cells) start to migrate into the nanopillars whereas the undifferentiated hES
ronment changes throughout the different cells (Oct3/4 positive cells) will stay within the blank surface. In contrast, when differentiating
differentiation steps.
DE to PE the nanopillars will reduce the formation of PE cells (Pdx1 and Nkx6.1 positive cells).
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vitro differentiation remains unsolved and further studies are
required. This engineered matrix provides a highly reproducible, synthetic and GMP compliant environment to achieve
efficient differentiation of human embryonic stem cells to
definitive endoderm.

5. Experimental Section
Fabrication of the Nanopillars: The fabrication of the UHAR (ultrahigh aspect ratio) nanopillar samples has previously been described.[30]
In brief, nanofabricated master inlays were made by a combination of
electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching. The inlays were then
used in an injection molding process whereby 100–1000 s of substrates
have been made for the experiments. Macrolon OD2015 from Bayer was
used was feedstock. Prior to cell seeding the samples were briefly oxygen
plasma treated, 20 s at 40 W, to improve adhesion of the cells. The
samples were placed in six-well plates (Nunc) and sterilized with 70%
ethanol for 30 min and washed three times with phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) (Gibco). Prior cell seeding, the samples were coated with
50 µg mL−1 fibronectin (Sigma) in PBS for 30 min at 37 °C in the cell
incubator. The fibronectin solution was removed immediately before the
seeding of cells.
Cell Culturing and Differentiation: The hES cells (SA121, Takara Bio
Europe AB) were cultured in the feeder-free and defined DEF-CS500
system according to instruction from the supplier (Takara Bio Europe
AB). The hES cells were cultured and differentiated in a humidified
incubator with 5% CO2.
For the differentiation toward definitive endoderm on the nanopillars,
the following differentiation protocol was used. Cells were dissociated
into single cell suspension with TrypLE Select (Invitrogen) and seeded
at 40 000 cells cm−2 in DEF medium with 5 × 10−6 M RockI (SigmaAldrich). Cells were kept undifferentiated for 4 d in DEF medium. The
differentiation was initiated on day 4 by rinsing with RPMI16040 +
Glutamax medium (RPMI - Roswell Park Memorial Institute) (Gibco) and
the addition of 100 ng mL−1 recombinant mouse Wnta3 (R&D Systems)
in basal medium, containing RPMI medium with 2% B27 minus
insulin (Gibco) and 0.1% Pen Strep (Invitrogen). On day 5, the cells
were rinsed with RPMI medium and 10 ng mL−1 Activin A (Peprotech)
in basal media was added. Fresh basal media with 10 ng mL−1
Activin A was added on day 6 and 7 and the differentiated was
terminated on day 8. For the differentiation toward pancreatic endoderm
the following protocol was used. The cells were first differentiated to
definitive endoderm in fibronectin coated cell culture flask using a highly
effective patented protocol (WO 2012175633 A1). Subsequently, the cells
was rinsed with PBS and dissociated to single cell suspensions with
TrypLE Select at room temperature. Seeding of the cells was performed
with 200.000 cells cm−2 in basal media with 100 ng mL−1 Activin
A and 5 × 10−6 M RockI. The cells was differentiated toward pancreatic
endoderm with a 13 d published protocol with RPMI medium containing
64 ng mL−1 FGF2 (Peprotech), 12% knockout serum replacement
(Gibco) and 0.1% pen strep.[9] Media was changed daily.
The attachment assay with heterogeneous cell population containing
undifferentiated hES cells and DE cells was carried as follow. DE cells
were derived with the patented differentiation protocol described above.
DE and undifferentiated hES cells was mixed in the 50:50 ratio and
seeded at 200.000 cells cm−2 in basal media with 100 ng mL−1 Activin
A and 5 × 10−6 M RockI. The cells were incubated in the cell incubator
overnight.
Immunofluorescence Staining and Microscopy: Fixation of the cells was
performed by washing once with PBS and adding of 4% formaldehyde
(Mallinsckridt Baker) for 20 min. The cells were washed with PBS and
permeabilized 0.5% Triton-X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS. The cells were
again rinsed with PBS and blocked with TNB blocking buffer (0.1 M tris-HCL
pH 7.5, 0.15 M NaCl, and 0.5% blocking reagent from Perkin Almer TSA
(Tyramide Signal Amplification) kit) for 30 min. Primary antibodies were
diluted in 0.1% TritronX-100 in PBS and applied to the cells, followed by
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incubation overnight at 4 °C. The following primary antibodies were used:
goat polyclonal anti-Sox17 (1:1000) (R&D Systems, AF1924), mouse
polyclonal anti-Oct3/4 (1:500) (Santa Cruz, sc5279), goat polyclonal
anti-Pdx1 (1:8000) (Abcam, #ab47383), and mouse anti-Nkx6.1 (1:500)
(Hybridoma bank, F55A10) (Klinck et al.[46]). Subsequently, cells were
rinsed three times with PBS for 5 min. The secondary antibodies Alexa
Fluor 594 conjugated donkey-antimouse IgG (Invitrogen) and Alexa Fluor
488 donkey-antigoat IgG (Invitrogen) were added in a 1:1000 dilution
together with DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) (1:1000) (Sigma
Aldrich) and occasional with Alexa Fluor 594 phalloidin (1:200) (Invitrogen)
in 1% TritronX-100 in PBS for 45 min at room temperature. The cells were
rinsed three times with PBS for 5 min.
Images were acquired using an Olympus CX41 upright microscope
equipped with a prior motorized stage and 10× or 4× objective, operated
by ImageProPlus (Media Cybernetics, UK). A total of 1026 images were
processed, creating a dataset containing over 400 000 cells. The nuclear
size and shape, along with intensity of DAPI, OCT4, and SOX17 markers
within each nucleus, was measured using CellProfiler software suite
(V2.1, Broad Institute, Harvard). Processing the full dataset took ≈6 h on
an Intel Core i7 2600 CPU (central processing unit) @ 2.4 GHz with 16 Gb
DDR2 RAM (random access memory) – this included various image
measurements which were not used in the final analysis. The data were
exported for processing and plotted using MATLAB.
Statistical Analysis: All values were presented as mean ± S.E.M. Data
are presented for experiments performed at least as three independent
experiments. For statistical analysis, ANOVA (analysis of variance) was
used and a p-value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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